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How cells maintain nuclear shape and position against various intracellular and extracellular forces is not well understood, although defects in nuclear mechanical homeostasis are associated with a variety of human diseases. We estimated the force required to displace and deform the nucleus in adherent living cells with a technique to locally pull the nuclear surface. A minimum pulling force of a few nanonewtons-far greater than typical intracellular motor forces-was required to significantly displace and deform the nucleus. Upon force removal, the original shape and position were restored quickly within a few seconds. This stiff, elastic response required the presence of vimentin, lamin A/C, and SUN (Sad1p, UNC-84)-domain protein linkages, but not F-actin or microtubules. Although F-actin and microtubules are known to exert mechanical forces on the nuclear surface through molecular motor activity, we conclude that the intermediate filament networks maintain nuclear mechanical homeostasis against localized forces.
nuclear forces | cytoskeleton | nuclear positioning | nuclear mechanics | nuclear shape T he nucleus in a cultured cell such as a fibroblast is close to the center of the cell and typically has a smooth, regular shape. It is known that the migrating cell moves the nucleus by transferring cytoskeletal forces through connections between the cytoskeleton and the nuclear surface (1, 2) . Even in a stationary cell, the nuclear shape and central position are stably maintained in mechanical homeostasis at defined locations in the cell, despite the fact that the dynamic cytoskeleton continues to generate constantly fluctuating forces on the nucleus (3, 4) .
The source of fluctuating forces on the nucleus includes nuclear-embedded microtubule motors such as dynein and kinesin (5) (6) (7) and actomyosin forces that push on and pull the nucleus (2, 8, 9) . The nucleus is also exposed to extracellular forces, such as those applied to adhesion receptors, which can be transmitted through the cytoskeleton onto the nuclear surface (10) (11) (12) . How nuclear shape and position are maintained in mechanical homeostasis despite the different types of forces that act on the nucleus is an open question. This is particularly important because deregulated positioning and irregular nuclear shapes are associated with a variety of human pathologies (reviewed in ref. 13 ).
Here we describe a method to apply forces directly to nuclei in cultured, living, adherent cells. With this method, we estimate a minimum pulling force of a few nanonewtons-far greater than typical intracellular motor forces-is required to significantly displace and deform the nucleus. Although F-actin and microtubules are known to exert mechanical forces on the nuclear surface through molecular motor activity, we show that the intermediate filament networks maintain nuclear mechanical homeostasis.
Results
To determine the forces that are required for moving and deforming the nucleus, and to identify the cellular components that oppose motion and deformation, we devised a method to apply forces directly to nuclei in cultured, living, adherent cells. We first sealed a micropipette tip (0.5-μm diameter) to the nuclear surface in well-spread cells with a specified suction pressure. We then translated the pipette tip away from the nucleus at a known speed (Fig. 1A) . The nucleus deformed and moved during the translation of the pipette (Fig. 1B) , and finally released from the pipette tip. At the point that the nucleus releases from the micropipette tip, the resistance force to nuclear motion and deformation should balance the force on the outer nuclear surface created by the suction. Although the suction pressure in the micropipette is known, this pressure is larger than the actual pressure on the nuclear surface owing to flow across the pores in the nuclear membrane (14, 15) . However, as shown in SI Text, the resistance to flow through the nuclear pores is much larger than the resistance to flow through the micropipette. Consequently, the actual force on the nucleus at the point of release should be essentially equal to the suction force (defined as the suction pressure × the cross-sectional area), which we report in our results.
The extent of nuclear motion and deformation at the point of release depended on the suction pressure. At zero suction pressure, the nucleus separated from the pipette without any measurable change in shape or position, suggesting that there is negligible adhesion between the tip and the nuclear surface. At higher suction pressures, the nucleus deformed noticeably (Fig.  1B) . The front edge typically formed a nuclear protrusion in the direction of the micropipette translation. As shown in Fig. 1C , the degree of deformation, quantified by the length strain (« = L/L 0 − 1, where L and L 0 are the lengths of the nucleus at maximum deformation and initially, respectively) increased with the suction force.
Significance
In a cell that is not actively moving, the shape of the nucleus and its central position are robustly maintained in a mechanical homeostasis. How nuclear shape and position are maintained despite the various types of intracellular forces that act on the nuclear surface is an open question. Dysregulated positioning and irregular nuclear shape are associated with a variety of human pathologies. In this paper we estimate the magnitude of the forces that are required to displace and deform the cell nucleus and identify the main molecules that resist these forces. Our results are important because they reveal how the nucleus has such a stable shape and position in the cell, despite the different forces acting on it. This article is a PNAS Direct Submission. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Email: tlele@che.ufl.edu.
By performing these experiments in the presence of cell membrane-impermeable dyes, we confirmed that damage to the cell membrane was confined only to a thin lipid tether that formed due to the motion of the micropipette; the cells were confirmed to be viable throughout the experiment (Fig. S1 ). We note that the extent of nuclear deformation was independent of the loading rate, which implies a predominantly elastic (nonviscous) resistance to the pulling force ( Fig. S2 ).
We quantified nuclear movement by measuring the displacement of the trailing edge of the nucleus (Fig. 1D ). The extent of nuclear protrusion was greater than the net displacement of the trailing edge ( Fig. 1D ). This observation that the nucleus moves less than it deforms suggests a tight integration between the nucleus and its surroundings. This clear protrusion and translation was consistently observed in several types of adherent living mammalian cells [see Fig. S3 for examples in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), human SW13 epithelial cells, and human MCF10A mammary cells; NIH 3T3 fibroblasts are shown in Fig. 1B ].
Following release of the nucleus from the micropipette, the nuclear shape and position recovered partially. The relaxation time scale of the recovery of the nuclear deformation and its displacement reflects the relative magnitude of elastic versus viscous resistance in nuclear mechanics. We used fluorescencebased imaging to precisely track the deformed nuclear shape. Although GFP-histone H1.1 is a commonly used live nuclear fluorescence marker, we surprisingly found that nuclei labeled with GFP-histone H1.1 showed markedly shorter protrusions than unlabeled nuclei ( Fig. S4 ). Overexpression of histone H1.1 might alter the bulk mechanical properties of the nucleus owing to increased chromatin compaction. Because Hoechst stains may alter nuclear properties as well (16) , we tested the effect of the dye SYTO 59, a DNA minor-groove binding molecule (17) specifically developed for live-cell imaging. Here we found no differences in the mechanical response of stained and unstained nuclei (Fig. S4) ; we therefore used SYTO 59 for nuclear tracking purposes.
We monitored the shapes of the pulled, fluorescent nuclei as a function of time ( Fig. 2A and Movie S1) from which we calculated (i) a length strain « t = L t /L 0 − 1, where L t and L 0 are the lengths of the nucleus at time t and initially, respectively, and (ii) displacement of the trailing edge of the nucleus in the pulled The deformation was much larger than the motion of the nucleus, as can be seen from the overlay of the outlines of the initial shape (red) and deformed shape (green). The extent of nuclear motion was quantified from the translation of the back edge and the extent of nuclear deformation measured as the distance moved by the front edge. The plot shows that the motion of the front edge was significantly larger than the back edge (*P < 0.05 according to Student's t test; n = 10). Values are the mean ± SEM.
direction. From the length strain and displacement dynamics, we estimated the time scales of shape and position relaxation. Upon detachment, the nucleus relaxed back close to its original shape remarkably quickly (<1 s, Fig. 2A ). Nuclear length strain relaxed much more rapidly (<500 ms) than the recovery of nuclear position (1.7 ± 0.3 s, Fig. 2 B-D) . The large stiffness and rapid relaxation of the shape and position may reflect the strongly elastic nature of the nuclear lamina and the perinuclear space that resists nuclear deformation and motion. Therefore, we focused next on identifying the main contributors to nuclear mechanical behavior.
Because our method allowed us to locally pull on the nucleus in adherent, spread cells, we asked whether the cytoskeleton contributed to the observed resistance to nuclear deformation and motion. Because F-actin is thought to pull on the nuclear surface through physical connections maintained by transmembrane actinassociated nuclear lines (18), we depolymerized F-actin with cytochalasin-D treatment ( Fig. S5A ), but this caused no significant difference in the extent of nuclear deformation or translation under the same force ( Fig. 3 and Table 1 , and see also Fig. S5C ). Similarly, no significant difference was observed upon depolymerizing microtubules with nocodazole ( Fig. 3, Fig. S5 B and C, and Table 1 ). However, when F-actin or microtubules were disrupted, nuclear position did not recover completely following these treatments (Table 1 ). These results suggest that neither the F-actin network nor the microtubule cytoskeleton is required for the fibroblast nucleus to resist local forces, but they are required for rapid repositioning of the decentered nucleus.
We next tested whether intermediate filaments mediate nuclear homeostasis. In cells transfected with siRNA that decreased vimentin expression and reduced the number of discernible vimentin intermediate filaments (VIFs) ( Fig. S6 A and B and ref. 19) , the degree of translation and deformation of the nucleus was much greater than the control (Fig. 3 , Table 1 , and Fig. S7 ). We reproduced these results in SW13 adrenal carcinoma clones that do not express vimentin, and the large nuclear deformation and motion in these cells was rescued by expression of CFP-vimentin. Together, these results suggest that vimentin intermediate filaments are the primary cytoskeletal system that resists nuclear deformation and motion.
By comparing deformation between wild-type and Lmna −/− MEFs, we found that lamin A/C, which is the key component of the nuclear lamina encoded by the Lmna gene, is required for the nucleus to resist deformation, similar to the requirement for VIFs ( Fig. 3 , Table 1 , and Fig. S7 ). The mechanical role of lamin A/C found here is consistent with the results of Discher and coworkers (20) . Given that lamin A/C is a nuclear protein, it was anticipated to mediate only shape changes and not translation of the nucleus. Surprisingly, the nuclear translation was greater and recovered less in Lmna −/− MEFs than in wild-type cells ( Table 1) .
The LINC complex (for linker of nucleoskeleton to the cytoskeleton) physically connects F-actin, microtubules, and intermediate filaments to the nuclear surface (21) (22) (23) . We therefore tested whether the LINC complex was required for F-actin and microtubules to reposition a decentered nucleus by disrupting the LINC complex with overexpression of GFP-KASH4 (Klarsicht, Anc-1, Syne homology). KASH4 is a domain of nesprin-4 that binds to sun1/2 (Sad1p, UNC-84) proteins in the inner nuclear membrane; overexpression of GFP-KASH4 competitively inhibits the endogenous KASH4 domain linkages with sun1/2 and hence disrupts the linkages with the cytoskeleton (24) . As a result, it competitively inhibits the endogenous nesprin proteins that connect the cytoskeleton to the Sun1/2 proteins. The nucleus did not recover its original position after release of force in these cells, suggesting that microtubules and F-actin require nuclear linkages to fully restore nuclear position (Table 1 , Fig. 3, and Fig. S8 ). We confirmed these results with GFP-KASH4 expression in wild-type MEFs ( Table 1) .
We next performed pulling experiments in two NIH 3T3 cell lines that we created: one inducibly expressing SS-GFP-KDEL and the other inducibly expressing SS-HA-SUN1L-KDEL, a dominantnegative protein that breaks the connections between endogenous KASH and SUN-domain proteins (22) . Perturbation of the LINC complex by SS-HA-SUN1L-KDEL (signal sequencing-hemaglutinin-SUN1 protein lumenal domain-ER retrieval amino acid sequence) in our cells was verified by loss of nesprin-2 from the nuclear envelope (NE) as observed by immunofluorescence ( Fig. S9 ). We found that SUN1L-KDEL nuclei deformed more compared with the GFP-KDEL control nuclei ( Fig. 3 and Table  1 ). Because we did not find large differences in the organization of VIFs between control and SUN1L-KDEL cells (Fig. S6D ), we speculate that SUN1L-KDEL-based LINC-complex perturbation may change the properties of the lamina through as yet unknown mechanisms.
Discussion
By directly applying a local pulling force on the nuclear surface with a micropipette, we estimated the magnitude of the forces that are required to deform and translate the nucleus in living, adherent cells. If the nucleus were unconstrained in the cell, it would translate with the micropipette without much change in shape, but we found that the nucleus deformed more than it translated in response to the pulling force. The fact that nucleus deforms more than it translates directly demonstrates a tight mechanical integration between the nucleus and its surroundings.
In fibroblasts, nuclei are subjected to forces that fluctuate in space and time, yet the nucleus is not observed to undergo shape undulations and position fluctuations. Rather, it maintains a regular appearance and fixed position on the short time scales of fluctuating thermal forces and molecular motor forces. Our estimates of applied forces required to deform and move the nucleus suggest that if nuclear shape and position is to be maintained, then the magnitude of these fluctuating nuclear forces must be lower than the nanonewton scale. Forces exceeding the nanonewton scale will move and deform the nucleus as demonstrated here.
Even if there is a local force that is applied on the nanonewton scale, as soon as the force relaxes the nuclear shape will rapidly revert to its initial state. This behavior is due to the large elastic resistance to translation and deformation. The resistance primarily originates in the cytoplasmic intermediate filaments and the nuclear lamina. Precisely how the vimentin intermediate filaments help the nucleus resist forces is not clear. The fact that mechanical linkages between the VIFs and the nucleus are not required (as evident from the experiments with KASH4-expressing cells in which the nucleus deformed normally; no major change in VIF organization was seen in normal versus KASH4-expressing cells; Fig. S6C ) suggests that VIFs may confer "stiffness" to the nucleus owing to being closely packed and forming a stiff filamentous "cage" around it (10) . Conversely the nucleus deformed much more with expression of SUN1L-KDEL, a soluble luminal fragment of Sun1 that breaks the LINC complex by binding endogenous KASH proteins and preventing their anchoring within the NE. Given that the nuclear deformation phenotype is similar to the Lmna −/− or vimentin-deficient cells, and that intermediate filament organization was not significantly altered in SUN1L-KDEL cells, this suggests that disruption of SUN-domain protein linkages may affect the mechanical properties of the nuclear lamina (or other constituents of the nucleoskeleton).
Because F-actin and microtubule motors are known to exert forces on the nuclear surface (2, 5, 6, 18, (25) (26) (27) (28) , it is surprising that they do not contribute to mechanical homeostasis of the nucleus. It seems that these cytoskeletal networks have the primary role of generating active forces through motor activity on the nuclear surface to position it. However, it would be simplistic to assign specific roles in all circumstances to the specific types of cytoskeletal networks. For example, Yamada and coworkers (8) have shown that actomyosin contractile forces require nesprin-3 linkages with intermediate filaments for transmission of force in 3D migration.
Our experiments collectively demonstrate the utility of direct application of force to the nucleus in adherent cells with an intact cytoskeleton. Unlike other methods of mechanically manipulating the nucleus such as aspirating isolated nuclei into micropipettes, where the cytoskeleton is essentially absent, or aspirating nuclei in suspended cells, where the cytoskeleton is likely to be disassembled or organized very differently from adherent cells (20) , pulling on the cytoplasm to deform the nucleus (10), or applying mechanical forces to cell-substrate adhesions (29) , our method allows comparisons of nuclear shapes and displacements at the point of release from the pipette tip where the applied force can be estimated in spread, intact cells. This makes quantitative comparisons of nuclear deformations and translations under different conditions possible and reliable. Such measurements can help in the future to understand the numerous human pathologies associated with abnormal nuclear positioning and shaping.
Materials and Methods
Cell Culture. All cell types were maintained at 37°C in a humidified 5% (vol/vol) CO 2 environment. NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were cultured in DMEM with 4.5 g/L glucose (Mediatech) supplemented with 10% (vol/vol) donor bovine serum (DBS) (Gibco) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Mediatech). MEFs (30) were cultured in DMEM with 4.5 g/L glucose, supplemented with 10% DBS. SW13 adrenal carcinoma cells were cultured in DMEM with 4.5 g/L glucose, supplemented with 10% DBS, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, and 25 mM Hepes buffer (Mediatech). Human breast epithelial cells (MCF 10A) were cultured in MEBM (mammary epithelial basal medium) supplemented with 20 ng/mL EGF, 0.5 mg/mL hydrocortisone, 100 ng/mL cholera toxin, 100 μg/mL insulin, and bovine pituitary extract (Lonza). Collection. The cells were then trypsinized and plated on to fibronectincoated glass-bottomed dishes for micromanipulation. Live nuclei were visualized after treating the cells with 3 μM SYTO 59 red fluorescent dye (Invitrogen) for 15 min.
Inducible Cell Lines. To generate the doxycycline-inducible NIH 3T3 cells, we started with NIH 3T3 Tet-ON 3G cells (Clontech) that were retrovirally transduced with pRetroX-Tight.puro before selection with 0.5 μg/mL puromycin. Within pRetroX.Tight.puro were either the SS-HA-Sun1L-KDEL (Sun1L-KDEL) or SS-GFP-KDEL (22) , the latter in which GFP replaced the HA-Sun1L protein to serve as a control. After puromycin selection, cells were screened by immunofluorescence postinduction with or without 1 μg/mL doxycycline for 18 h.
Immunostaining. Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min, washed with PBS, and then permeabilized and blocked with 0.1% triton X-100 in 1% BSA solution for 45 min. To immunostain for vimentin filaments the cells were incubated with vimentin primary mouse monoclonal antibody (Abcam) at 1:1,000 dilution, overnight at 4°C. The samples were then washed with PBS and incubated with 488-nm fluorescent goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (Invitrogen) for 1 h at room temperature. To immunostain microtubules, the cells were first treated with microtubule extraction buffer containing 0.5% (mol/vol) glutaraldehyde, 0.8% formaldehyde, and 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 10 min minutes and fixed with 1% (mol/vol) paraformaldehyde for another 10 min. The cells blocked with 1% BSA for 45 min were incubated with alpha tubulin rabbit polyclonal antibody (Abcam) at 1:1,000 dilution in 1% BSA solution overnight at 4°C. The cells washed with PBS were then incubated for 1 h in goat anti-rabbit antibody (Invitrogen) at 1:500 dilution. Fixed cells were stained for F-actin with Alexa Fluor 488-nm phalloidin at 1:200 dilution and nucleus was stained with Hoechst 33342 (Life Technologies/Invitrogen) at 1:100 dilution for 1 h at room temperature.
The SS-GFP-KDEL and SS-HA-SUN1L-KDEL cells cultured on glass coverslips were fixed with 3% (mol/vol) PFA/PBS and permeabilized in 0.4% Triton X-100/PBS. Nesprin-2 was detected with rabbit anti-Nesprin 2/4 antibody (peptide antigen KKAELEWDPAGDIGGLGPLGQ; YenZyme) that cross-reacts with both human and mouse Nesprins 2 and 4. Mouse anti-HA (12CA5, 1:1,000; Covance) was used to detect SS-HA-Sun1L-KDEL fusion protein. Alexa Fluor-labeled goat anti-rabbit and goat anti-mouse (1:1,000;
Invitrogen) were used to visualize the proteins and Hoechst dye 33258 (1:1,000) was used to label DNA. Cell Membrane Permeability and Cell Viability Assay. Live/Dead reduced biohazard cell viability kit (Invitrogen) was used to test the viability of the cells undergoing nuclear manipulation. Cells were incubated with 4 μM SYTO 10 green fluorescent nucleic acid stain and 4 μM ethidium homodimer-2 (which stains the nucleus of dead cells red) for 15 min. Nuclear manipulation was performed and the cells were imaged with differential interference contrast (DIC) as well as in the green and red channels.
Imaging and Micromanipulation. For microscopy, cells were transferred onto 35-mm glass-bottom dishes (World Precision Instruments) treated with 5 μg/mL fibronectin (BD Biosciences) overnight. The nuclei were manipulated with a micropipette with a 0.5-μm-diameter tip (Femtotip; Eppendorf) connected to an Eppendorf InjectMan micromanipulator system. A known suction pressure was applied using the Eppendorf Femtojet and the micropipette was translated with the micromanipulator joystick. The suction force is defined as the applied suction pressure multiplied by the micropipette tip cross-sectional area, which are both known. The suction force is expected to be very close to the actual force applied to the nuclear surface at the point of nucleus release (SI Text). Time-lapse fluorescence and DIC imaging was performed on a Nikon TE2000 microscope equipped with a 40× oil immersion objective and CCD camera (CoolSNAP; Photometrics). During microscopy, cells were maintained in an environmental chamber in which the temperature was kept at 37°C, the CO 2 level at 5%, and the relative humidity controlled at 100%. 
